


TRACING DECOLONISATION:
MAPPING A NEW FIELD OF RADICALITY ACROSS 
THE BRUCE TRAIL
THE WALKERS: 
“SOMETHING HAS CHANGED, AT LEAST FOR ONE OF US” August 6
led by Ange Loft
Through a series of performative activities of remembering, listening, and replication, 
multidisciplinary artist Ange Loft will explore the embodied memory of local pre-contact 
agreements by foregrounding our relationships to the natural world. Through the exploration 
of our inherent agreement with nature, we will consider our responsibility to the land and 
interpret mnemonic device.

“GEOLOGY & MYTH” August 11
led by Lenore Keeshig
As the trail crosses through Neyaashiinigmiing territory, poet and geologist Lenore Keeshig 
will be our guide as we step outside of Canada. We will learn about her homeland: all the 
oral histories and myths shared by her ancestors and how her homeland was not included in 
the Treaty that ceded the Peninsula.

“INTERPRETING THE LANGUAGE OF THE LANDSCAPE” August 19
led by Beth Gilhespy
As the executive director of the Bruce Trail Conservancy, Beth Gilhespy has had a profound 
passion for the Niagara Escarpment and the Bruce Trail all her life. Beth will share her 
knowledge of the geological wonders found along the footpath as well as what the Bruce 
Trail Conservancy is doing to protect it.

“SUSTAINABILITY & THE LAND” August 26
led by Dr.Catherine Potvin & the Six Nations Development 
Corporation
An expert in climate change and forest conservation, Dr. Catherine Potvin’s research 
seeks to foster cross-cultural learning on climate change with the goal of ensuring 
that Indigenous peoples of Canada become full partners in the country’s transition to a 
low-carbon economy and sustainable society. Together with the Six Nations Development 
Corporation, Dr. Potvin will lead us in a walk along the Bruce Trail in which we will 
discuss alternative energy strategies as the only sustainable solution.

“FUTURE REMEMBERINGS” September 2
led by Syrus Marcus Ware 
As we plan for our collective futures, we need to reconnect to the living things around 
us. Together, we will re-learn how to wild forage and support a healthy biodiversity and 
ecosystem as we go forward living in ongoing and ever changing environmental and socio-
political crises.For this walk, artist, activist and educator Syrus Marcus Ware will be 
joined by a group of youth from Lawrence Heights who will use the trail as a training 
ground for living sustainable lives off the grid of the mainstream system. Part ecology 
class, part mobile drawing class, we will learn together and we will draw everything seen 
and imagined along the trail.

“READING THE BRUCE TRAIL” September 16
led by Amish Morrell
This seminar-in-the-forest led by curator and writer Amish Morell will begin at the site of 
a 600 year-old Iroquois village that sits on the edge of the escarpment, where it overlooks 
the land of present-day Toronto. From there we will follow the shoreline of an ancient 
ocean and the ridges left behind by receding glaciers, passing by the barely discernible 
ruins of farms and industrial activity, travelling along streams and roads, and through 
schoolyards and backyards. As we walk, we will stop to read stories and songs from Leanne 
Betasamosake Simpson’s book, This Accident of Being Lost, and share other readings, ideas 
and stories that help us to think about past and present occupations of this land.

“ALL THE NAMES FOR EVERYTHING” September 17
led by Diane Borsato 
A three-hour walk on Mount Nemo with interdisciplinary artist diane borsato and diverse 
outdoor education leaders bringing various scientific and cultural perspectives on naming 
flora and fauna along the trail. Together we will consider the origins and meanings of 
botanical names, numerous common names, and names in different languages of many of the 
places, plants and animals encountered along our walk.

“CRIPPING THE TRAIL” September 21
led by Stephanie Springgay & Walking Lab
Queering and cripping the trail is not about accessibility but requires a re-thinking about 
non-normative ways to encounter and experience nature. In collaboration with MAD/disabled 
activists, artists and advocates in the Hamilton region, WalkingLab will curate a walk that 
troubles the narratives that pin accessibility and disability against environmentalism.


